IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A RELIABLE RFC-BASED MAIL SERVER WITH AN AUTOMATION ENGINE, BUILT ON MODERN ARCHITECTURE, YOU'RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

Designed to complement atmail suite, the atmail mail server is the perfect back end environment to support atmail's next generation email solutions.

ATMAIL MAIL SERVER

The atmail mail server leverages an automation engine and fully featured admin UI to increase the ease and simplicity of both the deployment and the configuration of POP3, IMAP, SMTP and ManageSieve.

It also allows for incredibly easy management of users, settings, groups, domains, aliases and domain branding.

Role-based access control (RBAC) enables you to customise roles and permissions, so you have control over who can do what and when.

### Highlights

- Branding per domain
- Private and secure
- RBAC (Role-based access control)
- Level 1 support functions
- Enhanced logging
- Auto-configuration tool for third party emails
- Automation engine
- Fully featured and user-friendly admin UI
- Structurally clear and simple playbooks
- All interaction over Secure Shell (SSH)
- Easy package manager installation
- Manage advertising display within different ad zones per domain
- Create and manage Class of Service profiles per domain
- Modular and highly scalable
- API configuration options
- Highly customisable
TECH STACK

Dovecot
Standards-compliant, open-source IMAP and POP3 mail server, that runs on Linux/UNIX-like systems

Exim
Developed by the University of Cambridge and currently the most widely trusted message transfer agent (MTA)

Nginx
A high performance HTTP server which reduces resource usage

Premium Antispam
A premium antispam and malware detection solution that delivers results in near real-time.

SpamAssassin
A popular, open-source, antispam platform by Apache

Clam AV
A highly respected, open-source, antivirus engine for detecting trojans, viruses, malware and malicious threats

Ansible
Automated, open-source scripts for worry-free configuration

PHP (Zend) for admin UI
A mainstream language for tech admins

ABOUT ATMAIL
With 20 years of email experience, we’re experts at helping you reduce costs, monetise your email platform and transition quickly.

As a trusted email hosting partner to telecommunications and service providers, we currently power 170 million mailboxes in more than 90 countries, with 99.99% uptime and an impressive 99% customer satisfaction rating.

For more information, please contact:
+61 7 5357 6604  atmail.com